"I often think that the reason capitalism hasn’t completely destroyed everything is that a huge amount of anti-capitalist endeavor goes on, from labors of love, nurture, friendship, and barter to gift economies and different kinds of exchanges, not just one alternate model but a whole host of other ways in which we engage with each other and with the world that aren’t financial and debt-based." - Rebecca Solnit

Our Times Square Valentine Heart installation is a #LOVEDISPENSARY. Our proposal is the aggregator, the collector of sentiments, messages, and a curio of love notes. Visitors would see a glowing clear acrylic ball on a podium base with a neon heart and small red hearts blowing around inside- It is a Valentine’s snow globe- A warm beacon in the middle of a wintry Time Square holding hearts with warmth filled messages for the passersby. The Public is encouraged to take a heart from the dispenser base. Each heart holds a message as a keepsake for its holder.